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Blade and soul gunslinger gear guide

2019 Apr 13 - Updated to reflect Awakened's skill fixes. Disaster has a slight edge over undertaker in the middle of damage even under ideal circumstances. However, due to the advantage of blast damage against the damage suffered, disaster performs significantly better in real-world situations and is
thus the recommended specialization if your top priority is performance. Special thanks to Chasin, Infu, Osama bin Yeti, Pheels, #gunslinger for helping to put this together! The rarity of an item in Blade and Soul is determined by the color of the name tag. The rarity of an item determines its statistics and
its rate of decline. The following table shows all the rarities in the game, starting with the most common, and ending with the rarest. Color Rarity White Normal Green Refined White Superior White Heroic Orange Legendary Equipment [editing | editing source] In Blade and Soul, Weapons, Soul Shields
and Accessories are the main types of equipment. New weapons will be acquired as you move through history until the Ivorymoon weapon is acquired, which will be upgraded and evolved through multiple stages by offering either weapons or items (taken through history, daily dash or denaturing). The
evolution of the weapon from stage 5 or 10 will require the use of a revolution weapon and additional materials. In the case of accessories, players are currently limited to using accessories taken either as drops or as story rewards. After the update on April 12, 2017, the completion of Act 6 of the story will
reward the player with a set of Pinnacle accessories, which are currently the best non-elemental and non-legendary accessories available. Weapons[editing | source editing] To read more about blade and soul weapons, check out the weapons page. Weapons can only be equipped from their respective
category. Gems and weapons slots[editing | source processing] Gems can be added to your weapon to provide additional statistics. Weapons can't have more than one ornament of the same color, regardless of shape or quality. To use a jewelry, the gun must first have an open socket. By default, the
weapons have an open socket. Opening additional sockets requires Gem Hammers and a monetary fee that increases with the evolution of the weapon. Also note that upgrading to Legendary (Baleful/Seraphih weapons) will restore gemstone slots. Opening additional sockets for legendary weapons
requires legendary Gem hammers. Silverfrost Weapons Slots[1] Slot Number Gem Hammers Required 1st Free 2nd 1 Gem Hammer 3rd 1 Gem Hammer 4th 3 Hammers 5th 5th Gem Hammers 6th 8th Gem Hammers 8th Gem Hammers Legendary Weapon Slots[1] Slot Number Legendary Gem
Hammers Required 1st Free 2nd 2nd Legendary Gem Hammers 3rd 5 Legendary Gem Hammers 4th 7 Legendary Gem Hammers 5th 15 Legendary Gem Hammers 6th 22Nd Legendary Gem Hammers 7th 22 Legendary Gem Hammers 8th 22 Legendary Gem Hammers Pet Aura Slots Slot Number
Number Gem Hammers Required 1st 5 Legendary Gem Hammers 2nd 15 Legendary Gem Hammers 3rd 45 Legendary Gem Hammers 4th? Legendary Gem Hammers 5th? Legendary Gem Hammers 6th? Legendary Gem Hammers Soul Shields [editing | source editing] Soul Shields improve the
characteristics of a character, but only while the character is dressed (i.e. wearing a suit). Soul Shields can improve statistics such as health, critical hit, defense, accuracy, blocks, evasion, piercing, and critical defense. Soul Shields themselves can also be improved by infusion, a process that consumes
Soul Shield Primers to improve the characteristics of soul shield receiving infusion. Soul Shields can also provide cumulative effects when equipped in groups of 3, 5 or 8. It is important to note that mixing groups of soul shields has become a common practice to maximize one's damage production. (For
example, 5 pieces of Asura Soul Shield set with 3 pieces of Yeti Soul Shield used to be better in reception because the combination allowed the user to receive the 5 AP bonus and 7% critical blow damage from the Asura set, alongside the Piercing and high critical hit stats from the Yeti set.) Outfit[editing
| source treatment] Clothes, mainly cosmetics in nature, can also provide a secondary PvP function. If a player equips a faction outfit, that player will be flagged for PvP against players of the opposite faction. Most available clothes can be mentioned and visit in the game Wardrobe (ONLY for premium
membership players). Some clothes, such as Driven, have not been added to the wardrobe. For more information, visit the Outfit section of Blade and Soul Wiki. It is also worth noting that soul shields only work when the player has a uniform equipped. Consumables[processing | source processing] A
wide variety of foods and filters can be manufactured with acquired flavor and silver cauldron professions, which can be taken from mob/boss drops or other ways. Here are some basic healing properties of basic food/dumpling tonics – Restores 100% health over 20 seconds. 2-second CD. Tonic Therapy
- Restores 30% health over 12 seconds. 60-second CD. Lucky Health Filter - Restores 5,000 health over 8 seconds. Increases Regen's health by 100 for 10 minutes; the result stacks up to 5 times. Cooldown 1 minute. Fortune Potion - Restores 30,000 health. Increases Regen Health by 200 for 10



minutes. the result stacks up to 5 times. Cooldown 15 sec. Great Fortune Filter - Restores 20,000 health. Increases Regen Health by 200 for 10 minutes. the result stacks up to 5 times. Cooldown 15 sec. Special Filter - Restores 48,000 health. Increases Regen Health by 200 for 10 minutes. Recharge 15
seconds. Various consumables must also be used to unlock various Hongmoon skills. For example, the left-click Hongmoon Skill is unlocked by eating Ocean Essence, Deep Sea Weed, Evil Spirit Root, Golden Honey, Fog Mushroom, and the Hongmoon Ball. [2] Forum Forum User? Sign In Home
English Player to Support Player Gearing Help Guide? Gunslinger Home English Player to Player Support Gearing Help Guide? Gunslinger Powered by Invision Community Blade and Soul Date: Jun/19/18 11:54:41 Views: 21409 Gunslinger can choose to use either a fire construction or a shadow build.
Shadow has master DPS from RMB that does dmg every second. The fire has main DPS from its F capacity, but is not static damage, but stack for use. This article will share the latest popular build guides in Fire and Shadow, some key PvP and PvE construction guides for you. In addition, if you find
yourself without time in flattening, select blade &amp; soul power flattening for U4GM will be a good decision for you. Blade &amp; Soul Gunslinger - Basic Guides Part 1 - Gunslinger Leveller Leveler Basic Guides guide 1) - Gunslinger Overview and Leveling Events guide 2) - (Gunslinger) What to Do
After Level 50 Part 2 - Gunslinger Basic PvP Spec Overview &amp; Soul Gunslinger - Fire and Shadow Build Drivers Part 1 - Gunslinger Fire VS Shadow Build Guides Guide 1) - Gunslinger Shadow VS Fire Comparison Guide 2) - Gunslinger Fire VS Shadow DPS Test (Equal Gear) Guide 3) - What Soul
Signals to Get for Gunslinger - Fire &amp; Shadow Part 2 - Gunslinger Fire Build Drivers Guide 1) - Gunslinger Fire Review Guide 2) - Gunslinger Fire DPS Rotation [How to Play] Guide 3) - Gunslinger Fire Rotation/ Macro Guide 4) - Gunslinger Fire After Nerf Update Spin Part 3 - Gunslinger Shadow
Build Guides Guide 1) - Shadow Gunsling Review Guide 2) - Gunslinger Shadow Rotation/Macro Guide 3) - Gunslinger Shadow DPS Rotation [How to Play] Guide 4) - Gunslinger (Fresh Lv50 PvE) Shadow Rotation New Blade &amp; Soul Gunslinger - Basic Guides Part 1 - Gunslinger Flattening Key
Drivers As more and more players reach cap level on blade and soul, so I'd like to share some video guide for Gunslinger for flattening. I hope it helps most of the new players. Guide 1) - Gunslinger Overview and Flattening Events Created by Parallel Gaming Universe, the video provides an overview of
all skills for fire construction and a basic rotation at level 43. And the creator also discussed several of the current events such as the Tower of Remembrance, Flattening Event, Trove, and Jyansei's Jackpot. The Blood Raid costume also appears. Guide 2) - (Gunslinger) What to do after level 50 Created
by EvilDoUsHarm, in this video, the creator will go over 7 things you need to do after hitting level 50 in order to advance your character. This video gives some new players a good start; because it is can be fairly easy and fast to get up to that point (easily less than a week after hitting 50). Part 2 - - Basic
PvP Spec Overview Creator: Bajheera Blade &amp; Soul Gunslinger - Fire and Shadow Build Guides For Gunslinger, both fire and shadow are sustainable. Fire may have more advantages with the style piercing tab, but you can still get to the gold shade build with air combo + 4. Which build you should
choose, which build guide is for you, you can check out the following video guide. Part 1 - Gunslinger Fire VS Shadow Build Guides Guide 1) - Gunslinger Shadow VS Fire Comparison Created by Nodah, In this video, Weapon used is kunlun stage 9 and short soul cd (8sec) and no elemental accessories
(legendary) and full bopae belt ified with crit, blue combined signal used for shadow, yellow combined signal used for fire, and basic black secret tower signals. Blue bracelet for fire, and orange bracelet for shade. The video creator said that for shade he had the PvP necklace and hadn't even noticed or
else he would have made an extra 5-10k DPS probably. Guide 2) - Gunslinger Fire VS Shadow DPS Test (Equal Gear) Created by nodah, in this video, the creator believes that fire is much better no matter how you play it, and no matter what signal/soul you use. Guide 3) - What Soul Emblems to Get for
Gunslinger - Fire &amp; Shadow We should all be very close to getting our first soul signal. Created by keroppi, this video is a brief analysis of what badges gunners should get and why. You can see the new signals here: 1. If you check the 2 new signals that can be joined by The Holy Fire (Re Ancestral
Soul Badge &amp; Limitless Soul Badge) both are quite powerful in their own way and really praise the way the construction of fire is played. 2. Primal on the other hand cannot be merged with new soul marks that leave only Legacy Soul Badge as possible security. Conclusion: I personally will be going to
Holy Fire due to my ping &amp; more options when the level 55 content hits on December 6. PS: When you get 8 pieces black tower / 3 pieces Vortex Temple gives 30% reduction of recharge for your Tombstone (Tab skill). This will help a ton in DPS if you decide to go Primal. Part 2 - Gunslinger Fire
Build Guides Guide 1) - Fire Gunslinger review Created by keroppi, here's the long-awaited Fire Spec Review. Things to cover: 0:30 - Current Gear 0:50 - Fire spec skills 5:15 - Basic spins 13:08 - Alternative Ultimate (Flashbang) 13:48 - Sky Shard / Crystal 14:05 - Slingshot / Wire (E skill) 14:20 -
Explaining Wire Resource 15:15 - Hongmoon (Set to unlock) 17:10 - What spec is best for leveling 17:44 - Conclusion Guide 2) - Gunslinger Fire DPS Rotation [How to Play] Created by iNubs Gaming, this is the basic spin video for the new category, Pistolero/Gunner/Conductor. This video contains Fire
Build DPS rotation. Hope this guide helps you learn how to play Gunslinger/Gunner/Maestro. This guide excludes skill upgrades and signal signal Burst rotation: V + TAB + F + Reload (maximum 5 times) Basic rotation: 1. RMB + ((4 + F)*3) 2. RMB + (3 + F) + RMB + F [RNG based] 3. C + RMB + F DPS
Rotation: BURST + BASIC 3 + BASIC 1 + BASIC 2 Guide 3) - Gunslinger Fire Rotation / Macro Guide Creator: Nodah Guide 4) - Fire Gunslinger After Nerf Spin Creator Update: Nolah Part 3 - Gunslinger Shadow Build Guides Guide 1) - Guns Shadowlinger review Created by Keroppi, is a shadow
gunslinger review. I really enjoyed every minute of this video, really complete and thorough, with lots of skill explanations. Looking at the skill trees for a class never really does it justice in terms of understanding the rotations and nature of the classroom in general, this guide was quite enlightening. 0:00 -
1:15 The Gear 1:15-6:01 Skills Review 6:02-8:40 How the Shadow Gunner Works (Mechanics) 8:41-10:50 Spin Explanation 10:51-11:35 Show comment combo without comments 11:36-11:59 Explaining how messed up the rotation 12:01-14:40 Correct combo / spin break 14:41-17:01 Chi Shield (X)
&amp; Command (Z) guide 2) - Gunslinger Shadow Rotation / Macro Creator Guide: Nodah Guide 3) - Gunslinger Shadow DPS Rotation [How to Play] Created by iNubs Gaming, this is a basic rotation video for the new category, Gunman/Gunner/Conductor. This video contains DPS shadow Build
rotation. Hope this guide helps you learn how to play Gunslinger/Gunner/Maestro. This wizard excludes skill upgrades and token effects. Burst rotation: TAB + V + (RMB + F + 4) Basic rotation: 1. RMB + F + 4 2. V + (RMB + F + 4) 3. 3 (x3) + F + (RMB + F + 4) 4. C+ (RMB + F + 4) Normal Rotation:
BURST + BASIC 3 + BASIC 4 + BASIC 1 + BASIC 3 Guide 4) - Gunslinger (Fresh Lv50 PvE) Shadow Rotation New Created by Leroy T, this Gunslinger (Gunner/Mestro) Rotation is demonstrated in entry-level tools without any HM skills. Resolution opener: V - 4 - RMB - F - 3 - F - RMB - C - RMB - 2 -
RMB - F - RMB - RMB - TAB - RMB - 4 - RMB - F There is actually a better opener in a virtual analysis scenario (for this level of speed). This video creator is still considering whether you should bother making another video just for minor modifications to the Opener. It is basic: 11m distance Pre-cast
Skystone (Q) - Skystone (Q) - Dark Star (1) - Bomb Run (2) - Bomb Diving (LMB) - Burnt Earth (V) - Gravedigger (4) - Darkshot (RMB) - Unloading (F) - Darkshot (RMB) - Moonshine (C) - Darkshot (RMB) - Twins barrels (2) - Darkshot (RMB) - Unload (F) - Darkshot (RMB) - Unload (F) - Triple Shot (3) -
True Shot (F) - Darkshot (RMB) - Tombstone (TAB) - Darkshot (RMB) - Gravedigger (4) - Darkshot (RMB) - Unloading (F) (F)
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